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Translation: Artikle in Vrij Magazine , Netherlands, 25th November 2006

Judging human beings by the colour of their skin is a deplorable kind of foolishness.
Scientifically untenable and socially disastrous, but overcome only with difficulty as is shown by 
these stirring pictures of albinos in India.

Know thyself!

Copyright by By Wolfram Eilenberger

The long distance coach to Pondicherry was utterly crowded. And yet, there was a free seat right 
at the back, beside the only white man among all the Indians. He sat there, tall, broad-
shouldered, fair-bearded, staring out of the window. From Ireland? Iceland? In any case, 
someone the tourist instantaneously felt he could relate to in this foreign country. Surprisingly 
however, the other’s reaction to their first eye contact was no more than a baffled blinking of his 
eyes and, with each approaching step, the confusion increased. The man was white, but 
obviously not a “white”, someone in between, not to be defined by existing categories.

To Andreas Deffner, photographer and Indian traveller, this rather irritating experience was the 
beginning of a copious four years’ photographic project about Indian people afflicted by Albinism. 
This is a genetically conditioned metabolic disease, which causes the absence of the melanin 
pigment in eyes, hair and skin. People affected by this lack of pigment are strikingly light-skinned, 
sensitive to light and suffer from severely impaired vision.

However, photographer Deffner was far more intrigued by the social repercussions of the 
phenomenon than by its physical aspects. It is with the apparent paradox of “White Indians” that 
his series “White, too white” manages to expose the only too common racism in our eyes.

At first sight, do not these stigmatized children and adults look like very presentable “Arians”, with 
ash-blond hair, blue eyes and noble paleness? In the process of conscious contemplation, racist 
prejudices beneficially turn against themselves. For it is the very qualities that, according to a 
devastatingly influencial European ideology, are taken as signs of “racial purity” and superiority 
through selection, that in this case present themselves as the result of  a mutation that impairs 
normal functioning, as an absurd farce of nature.

Sure enough, nowadays no sensible human being needs to be convinced of the untenability of 
racism with its unscientific understanding of biology and its pathologic notion of purity. After all, 
we are all so good and reasonable, aren’t we? And yet, ironically, it is the open mind letting 
himself in for Deffner’s shrewd arrangements who will sense his own resistance deep down when 
it comes to associating white skin with the concepts of ‘illness’, ‘rejection’ and ‘handicap’. The 
simple fact, however, that these portraits call for a restructuring of one’s own standards of 
assessment, is proof of an inherent racism, which normally guides and determines our evaluations 
of what we see.

In our hearts we may honestly intend not to discriminate against anyone because of his physical 
properties: but how difficult is it to impart this intention to the eye and to allocate it to that millionth 
of a second of first judgment, which psychologists assure us, with undeniable empirical data, is of 
the utmost significance in matters of social contact? There is no such thing as a culturally 
innocent eye – and culture always entails discriminating, i. e. differentiating according to 
etablished values.

The battle against discrimination is not decided on the battlefield of admitted prejudices, but 
much earlier, at the stage of preconscious judgments of what is perceived. It is exactly this insight 
that Deffner’s pictures impressively translate into art. This is why in these pictures the cultural bias 
exists only in the eye of the beholder. By choosing a colourless background Deffner has 
deliberately erased real life allusions to today’s India, so that attention is focused entirely on the 
other person’s face. The real quality of the pictures shows itself in the production of a dialogue of 
glances, for here also an irritating reversal of expected relations takes place. Even the children 
look steadfastly into the camera, with an almost clinical indifference, thus keeping their dignity, 
challenging the onlooker, reversing the direction of unjustified expectations. Stare at me, and 
know thyself!

If you are prepared to run the risk, after minutes of ambivalence and irritation, it seems that even 


